Well done for completing the Arsenal Home Learning resource pack featuring Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang. For your final challenge you are a Sports Journalist. Imagine you will have a few minutes with Auba to ask some questions. What do you want to know?

**PRO TIP**

**INFORMED** – You could ask Auba something about the facts you have learnt in this Home Learning Pack.

**FUN** – You could ask him about his favourite things or to choose between 2 options and explain his answer.

**ORIGINAL** – Try to ask questions which you don’t think Auba will have been asked before.

---

**MY QUESTIONS FOR AUBA**

1. 

2. 

3. 

---

Why not try out your questions for Aubameyang with your family!

What do you want to know about Auba? Make your questions informed, fun and original!

You can write your questions for Auba on:

- This sheet
- Your tablet, laptop or computer
- Plain paper

---

**SHARE YOUR QUESTIONS FOR AUBA WITH US!** Ask an adult to tweet your questions to @AFCCommunity. We'll retweet our favourites!